Year 6
Daily learning- Part 1
15.1.21
H

How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how
you are feeling regularly. Remember you can also talk
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to.

Friday 15th January 2021
Spelling

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words.

Handwriting (B5-U6)

Punctuation ladder

Add capital letters, semi-colons and fullstops to the following
sentences:
carter was a clever man he knew where to dig
the cimate of Egypt is very hotter than the uk this is because it is nearer to the
equator

Vocabulary we have learnt this week:
Below are some of the new
words we have encountered
in class this week.
Where do you think they
should be paced on the tier
pyramid?
lopsided

anxious

Rapidly

withered

struggled

jagged

Swarmed
Have you encountered any
new words? Where do you
think they should go?
Now choose two of the words from the pyramid above and use
each of them in a complex sentence with an embedded clause.

Today’s reading for fun and enjoyment- Pages 216 and 217 of The Peculiars

Whilst reading these two
pages from our class story
book each day, can you try to
identify examples of Tier 1, 2
and 3 vocabulary. These will
be useful next Friday when we
examine some of the
vocabulary we have learnt this
week. Remember Tier 1 is
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier
2 focuses on improved
vocabulary that might not be
used in every day language
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is
subject specific vocabulary eg,
transparent is linked to the
subject of Science.

English Learning Objective

For two days we have been writing our
non-chronological reports. These are your
tasks today:
1. Finish writing your report. Make sure
it has a concluding paragraph.
2. Edit your work with a red pen and
make any alterations and
improvements which you feel are
necessary. (Use the next slide to help
you consider possible alterations and
changes). Also check any spellings
you may be unsure about still.
3. Self assess your work based on the
features you have and have not
ticked off on your punctuation
ladder.
4. Make sure identify three strengths of
your work as well as three targets to
improve upon.

Editing and improving my sentences

Editing and improving my punctuation marks

-Have you started all sentences/ paragraphs/ examples of
direct speech with capital letters?
-Do proper nouns begin with capital letters?
-Have you written in the correct tense/ tenses throughout
your work?
-Have you written in the correct person throughout your
work?
-Have you varied your sentence and paragraph openers?
-Can you turn a short sentence into a compound sentence?
-Can you choose a better conjunction to replace an
existing one in a compound sentence?
-Can you turn a short/ compound sentence into a complex
sentence with an embedded clause?
-Can you turn a short/ compound sentence into a complex
sentence with a subordinate clause?
-Can you move the subordinate clause of a complex
sentence to the start/ end of the sentence?
-Can I turn an active sentence into a passive sentence?

-Do all of your sentences end with a fullstop/ exclamation
mark/ question mark/ ellipsis?
-Have you used a colon to introduce a list?
-Have you used commas in a list accurately?
-Have you added apostrophes in the correct places for
contraction, singular possession and plural possession?
-If you have used commas to demarcate an embedded
clause within a complex sentence can these be turned into
brackets/ dashes?
-Can any of your fullstops be turned into an exclamation
mark?
-Can any of your fullstops be turned into a semi-colon?
-If you have used an abbreviation, have you used brackets
to explain what it means?
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9999999999999
0000000000000
Four operations:

1. 2637+8263=
2. 6070-8272=
3. 8923x4=
4. 2632 divided by 4 =
11 and 12 timestable
practise

Fluent in five

Four operations:

1. 2637+8263= 10,900
2. 6070-4372= 1,698
3. 8923x4= 35,692
4. 2632 divided by 4 = 658
11 and 12 timestable
practise

11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
110
121
132

12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120
132
144

Maths Learning Objective

How to use common multiples to create
fractions with the same denominators.
Problem

Step 1
Identify the denominators of
each fraction which are 6 and 4.
Next, write the multiples of 6
and 4 (see below):

Step 2
Identify the lowest common
multiple (LCM) which in this
case is the number 12 (see
above)
The new common denominator for each
original fraction is now 12.

Step 3
Ask yourself how many times 6 fits into
twelve. The answer is twice. Now multiply
the numerator by two to generate the new
numerator. 5 has become 10
6
12
Step 4
Ask yourself how many times 6 fits into
twelve. The answer is twice. Now multiply
the numerator by two to generate the
new numerator. 3 has become 9
4
12
Step 5
Now the new fractions have been created
with the same denominators you can
determine which is the largest fraction

Top tip:
Look at the
denominators of
each fraction. Ask
yourself what
common multiple
they all have in
common.

If you are
really stuck:
One of the
denominators
won’t need
changing at all.

Guided reading for maths answers

Now can you
answer these
mental
arithmetic
calculations?

Answers

RE- Please look at the other slide show that
has been uploaded today to complete your
RE work.

